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Roadmap for Continuous Improvement
By Ray Svenson
The Continuous Improvement

(CI) journey never ends. However, it can be con-

ceived of as a series of trips. By following the roadmap described in this article,
organizations interested in Continuous Improvement can:
Identify a starting position
Pick a trip destination (expected results)
Plan a course between starting position and destination.
In this article we cover the three fundamental
cycle of tasks, and the roadmap itself.

issues of CI, the phases in the CI

Continuous Improvement Issues
Continuous Improvement issues fall into three categories:
Customer needs satisfaction
Business process improvement
Organizational infrastructure improvement.
Businesses and other organizations exist to meet the needs of their various constituencies or customers,

both internal and external.

CI, to be meaningful,

must

focus on meeting these needs.
To apply CI, we must identify customer groups and subgroups, including: users of
products and services, stockholders,
"

employees,

suppliers, and community.

We

must also identify needs to be met for each customer group, measure the effec-

-

tiveness with which we meet those needs, compare performance with competitors

Inside...

and others, and establish goals and strategies for improvement.
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Customer needs are met through a family of business processes such as product
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development,
ness processes,
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production,

customer service, and the like. Continuous

improve-

ment in meeting customer needs therefore requires that we define the critical busimeasure them, and then improve them.

To conduct business and to consciously improve performance, every organization
has an infrastructure.

This infrastructure

can include the formal organization

structure, team structure, information systems, human resources systems, physical
plant, and technology.

To effectively

embrace

examined and improved. The infrastructure

CI, the infrastructure

provides an environment

must be
that either

[Continues on page 6J

Letter from the Vice President

Management Update ...

Dear Clients and Friends:

Management

Hello once again!

periodically for clients and friends

Update is published

by Svenson & Wallace, Inc., 1733
This issue contains two quality improvement articles,

Park Street, Suite 201, Naperville,'

one dealing with a "project in process" and one recall-

IL 60563.

ing fondly a "project past."

Voice:

708-416-3323.

Fax: 708-416·9770.

The "project in process" article describes a roadmap
for continuous improvement
the cycle time for TQM implementation

that we feel can reduce

share

to two years.

The "project past" article reflects the results of my first attempt at performance
technology -

AKA process improvement.

Geary Rummler, and Rick Rummler could make a difference of a colleague,

I had just discovered Tom Gilbert,

the three people who made me believe I

and I was just naive enough to try. I enlisted the aid

Omar Marty, and together we worked to achieve the results

you'll read about. In the end, this project changed the course of my life -

it

gave me my vocation. I hope you enjoy both articles.
One last thing. I want to extend my congratulations

The purpose of this newsletter is to
specific

applications

of

performance technology in order to
improve quality and productivity in
organizations. Copyright © 1992 by
Svenson & Wallace,

Inc., unless

otherwise noted. All rights reserved.
Raynold A. Svenson, President
Karen M. Wallace, Vice President

to Ray and Nikki on the

publication of their book. The effort was incredible, and we're all very proud of
them.

In General (About S&W)
Svenson & Wallace has welcomed two new employees. Joan Cole helps process and produce the mountain of project documentation

and training support materials

that S&W puts out. She was most recently

an executive

Corporation in Chicago. She also happens to be the twin sister of S&W production ace Jeanie
comes to us from Kankakee by way of Bloomington,

Mowrer.

secretary

at Aon

Erin Monahan

Illinois, where she went to college. Her experience includes desktop

publishing and writing for the Bloomington Convention and Business Bureau; she'll be applying those same skills with us.
Consultant Terri Knicker

has finished an evaluation of graduate satellite education for one of our manufacturing

clients.

Graduate satellite education is an option for employees who need higher degrees to survive in their technical environments.
It can offer more flexible delivery than other graduate education techniques.
Watch for Ray Svenson at the NSPI conference in April. Ray presents a two-day pre-conference
Design a World Class Training System -

workshop entitled "How to

A Strategic Business Approach." Designed for all levels of NSPI attendees, the

workshop provides an overview of the role of training in business performance, tells how to develop a business-driven

train-

ing strategy and a training investment plan, and provides design criteria for world class training systems and processes.
Also at NSPI in April: Pete Hybert. On the 15th he presents a session entitled "Integrating Work Performance Support Plans
for New Products, Services, and Tools." The point: plan up front (in the product development phase) for the work performance materials and resources that will be needed down-stream.
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FAVORITE

PROJECTS

A Process Improvement Case History
by Karen M. Wallace
A department

operation. During our analysis and design, we studied the

manager in the insurance company where I

worked more than 15 years ago suspected a problem. "Take

four major system elements: the process flow, information

a look at my organization,"

flow, performance indices, and organizational structure.

he said to me. "I think it could

be better."

We wound up redesigning

His department

charter?

To recover

funds

tasks among employees,

from other

process flow, redistributing
and creating a measurement

the
and

insurance companies that might share liability for some of

feedback system. By the end of the project, we had a "new"

the benefits our company had paid to claimants. An example

department,

-

same people as the "old" one. Here are the results in each

payments to a claimant covered by his or her own policy

even though it had the same mission and the

and by a spouse's policy with a different insurance company

area of change.

often are "coordinated"

Process Flow Changes

client's department

by the two companies. My internal

identified cases where recovery was a

The new process flow was designed to identify cases with

possibility and then went after the money.

the highest recovery potential; processing
priority.

these cases had

He suspected his organization wasn't as efficient as it should

highest

have been because the department was the result of a recent

communication

The new work flow also streamlined

reorganization

that had combined previously existing func-

addressed in a single phone call rather than in multiple calls.

tions and personnel. As it turned out, his hunch was justi-

In addition, the new flow ensured that follow up took place

with other carriers; several cases would be

on files pended for action at a certain date -

fied.
At the manager's

request,

a colleague

files represent-

ing "sure money."

and I spent four

months analyzing the department, redesigning it, and imple-

Cases under the new model were distributed

menting the changes. The department

processors by carrier rather than alphabetically by subscrib-

we found was suc-

er name. As a result, a processor

cessful. It was recovering in excess of $6 million a year with

to recovery

dealt with one carrier,

costs of around $750,000, a ratio of eight to one. It had 103

building rapport and facilitating

employees holding 43 distinct types of jobs. Twenty-four of

tion (and recovery of funds). This change created a "custo-

those employees held the job of recovering monies.

mer" focus.

But as we looked further, we realized that many of these

Organizational Structure

jobs mixed clerical functions with higher-level

The organization

Employees

charged with recovering

functions.

monies were actually

the exchange of informa-

was completely redesigned to reflect the

process flow. Positions (not employees) were reduced from

doing that task only 30% of the time.

43 to 29. Case file processing,

which previously involved

Ultimately we were able to dramatically increase recoveries

ten positions, could be handled (in general) by just one posi-

and create an organization

tion. Clerical and higher-level

tion flow, and measurement

structure, process flow, informa-

made in the same position

system that made sense to both

that used to be

were divided. Control of the

recovery program was centralized.

management and employees.

The new model

The Project

utilized

a team

approach,

grouping

employees directly involved in recovery (recovery proces-

The project got underway with two main objectives: first, to
increase the total amount of dollars recovered

decisions

sors) with others supporting those positions. Because their

on claims

performance

where the company was not liable; and second, to develop a

could be measured based on recoveries,

the

teams were competitive.

coherent organization structure and process for the recovery

{Continues on the next page J
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"Process Improvement" continued
Although

every job was re-engineered,

no jobs were lost.

Using a matrix of the new jobs and tasks, we attempted to
match the jobs with the "old" people.

notes summarized

of the system -

new system,
and decisions

process. Processors'

recovered

checks and

a significant

increased

increase.

dramatically

The measurement

Plus, we provided

system we put into place is the most com-

plete I have ever been able to implement.

Primary indices

provided our client, the manager, with information
dollars recovered,

indices allowed the

divided
cost

of

which to manage the department.
The analysis, design, and implementation
based firmly in the principles

0
0
0

10

0
0

8

we did were

and concepts

of perfor-

mance technology. Today, of course, we'd say that what
we were doing was "process improvement."

These

Recoveries

The results
enhanced

(Cash and Savings)

indi vidual

Cf)

11

9

system with

,...

and

or g an i zational
Trial
Implementation

functioning.
my

*

As

colleague

7

indices

6

Omar

additional

5

(now at Steel-

4

case),

Secondary
information,
needed,

a complete information

on the project,

recovery.

provided

etc.

from ten to three days.

were the same
COB

12

dollars

the

as well, as the chart

13

to deter-

mine an important

by

such as

the cost of recovery, the numbers of files

opened and closed with and without recovery,

recovered

dollars

We reduced the number of cases on-hand, reduced aged

Feedback Measures

-

Absolute

shows.

files, and reduced turn-around

ratio

rose

the history of the file, provided indicators

of problems, and provided processing statistics.

manager

the ratio of

from eight to one in the old system to sixteen to one in the

A case file checklist outlined the procedures
in the recovery

One of the key measures

recovered dollars to the dollar cost of the recovery -

Information Flow Changes
necessary

Results

when

about

"People

the

noted:
per-

form as well as

primary indices. In

the

addition, individual measures provided metrics related to the
mission of the department at the employee level. An example

allows them. We changed the environment
people -

of these metrics was, perhaps, the number of pieces distributed

One ending note: The fast reorganization

sequent re-direction.

increases

In addition to reactive metrics, we instituted predictive metrics
to allow the manager to adapt to changing

conditions.

For

example, based on the four-month cycle time for cases, certain
metrics could predict the case load. If it looked as if the future

in recoveries

and resultant

caused a few problems

internal client. Auditors wondered,

for my

"Where were those

dollars going before the reorganization?"
nowhere.

system

instead of the

and it worked."

by a mail clerk and the number of those pieces requiring sub-

(The answer:

They were "lost" because of the inadequate

structures and processes my client wanted to change.) The
moral: If you create significant change in your organiza-

load would be light, the manager had the option of "opening
the gates" to allow cases of a different dollar threshold to enter
the recovery system -

Marty

say, cases with a recovery value of

$100 rather than $500.

4

tion -

even dramatic change for the better -

for skeptics.

be prepared

IT's OUT!

Svenson and Rinderer Book Published
Twelve months in the publication process...

over a year in

Chapter Headings

the writing ... and ten to fifteen years in the formulation

1.

World-Class Training: The Best Practices in the
Industry

Workbook is now available. Co-authored by Ray Svenson

2.

The Strategic Training Plan

and Nikki Rinderer, the book provides tools, techniques,

3.

How to Organize and Manage the Training
Project

purpose: to help companies evaluate and meet their training

•

Phase 1: Strategic Vision and Goals

needs, now and over the next five years.

4.

Training Implications of Business Challenges,
Strategies, and Goals

5.

Evaluating Strengths and Weaknesses of
Existing Training

-

The

Training

and methods

and

Development

for developing

strategic

Strategic

Plan

training plans. Its

In the foreword,

Bill

Wiggenhom,

President

of Motorola

Univer-

6.

Benchmarking

sity, says that the book

7.

Accounting for Training Cost

"takes

8.,

Mission and Philosophy

9.

Strategic Vision and Goals

the

through

reader

all the stages

an organization

•

must

go through to build a
comprehensive
system."

10. Developing the Quantitative Plan

training

11. Training Needs Assessment

He calls it a

"tool chest for training

12. Curriculum Architecture

management...

13. Delivery Strategies

a great

Design

.14. Strategies and Plan for Curriculum Development
arid Acquisition

resource for anyone in any organization ... a practical,systematic approach to institutional

Phase 2: Alternative Strategies and Resource
Requirements

change using education

15. Delivery Plan

and training as a platform to lead that change."

16. Staffing Strategy and Plan
The book covers

the gamut

process,

selecting

including

of the strategic
the planning

planning

17. Facilities Strategy and Plan

team, setting

18. Summary of Overall Resource Requirements

goals, determining training methods, and gaining management support.

To support the workbook

volume includes

more than 160 examples,

approach,

•

the

worksheets,

"today's organizational

20. Organization of Training
21. Governing or Advisory Structure

believes, that this is a book

22. Supervisor and Manager Support System

leader cannot afford to miss," you

may order the book from the publisher,

23. Financing and Financial Accountability

Prentice-Hall

24.

Business and Professional Publishing, in Englewood Cliffs,
New Jersey;
Prentice-Hall

1-800-288-4745.

•

The list price is $79.95.
guarantee.

Phase 4: Implementation
Implementation

Plan

26. Summary and Conclusion

The book has an

Appendices

item number of 85386-1. Providing the response number of
S 121721 (4) tells Prentice-Hall

Measuring Results

25.

is currently offering a 30-day free preview

and a one-year money-back

and

19. Introduction to Phase 3: Other Training Systems

checklists, forms, and spreadsheet models.
If you suspect, as Wiggenhom

Phase 3: Organization, Management,
Administratton Strategies

Bibliography

that you found out about

Index

the book's availability from Svenson & Wallace.
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"Continuous Improvement" continued
motivates and drives CI or inhibits
it. The infrastructure also provides

Sample

Sample
Tools/Techniques

Issues

the means for CI via infrastructure
elements

such

as

process

improvement

teams, training, and

information.

No serious CI effort

Customers/
Stakeholders

can ignore the infrastructure.
The chart on the right shows how

• Customer identification
• Stakeholder needs
analysis
• Satisfaction measurement
• Product/service
specifications

• Surveys
• Focus groups
• Benchmarking
• Interviews
·QFD

• Process definition
• Process specifications
• Product/process
measurement
• Process control

•
•
•
•
•

• Vision, values, goals
definition
• Leadership
• Structure
• Empowerment
• Human Resources System
• Information System

• Systems analysis
and design
• Executive leadership
council

the issues and tools of CI can be
classified into those dealing with
customers (or stakeholders),

pro-

Processes

cesses, and infrastructure.
For example, the issue of identifying

customer

needs

addressed

using

surveys,

focus

Defining

processes

can

tools

such

groups,

be
as
etc.

can be done

with process mapping, and defining

an

values,
with

organization's

vision,

and goals can be done
an executive

Process mapping
SPC
DOE
Problem-solving teams
Process-improvement
teams
• Benchmarking

leadership

Leadership/
Management
Systems

council.

CI Issues Map

The Continuous Improvement Cycle
Not all of the issues in the three-level issues map can be
attacked simultaneously,

nor can they be addressed suc-

cessfully in isolation. How do we organize the CI tools to
attack these issues? By using the four-phase,

endlessly-

repeating CI cycle of tasks shown to the left.
This phased improvement
gression of activities

cycle represents

a logical pro-

that can be applied. to any of the

issues on the three-level isues map.

[Continues on next page]

CI Cycle of Tasks
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CI Results by Phase

The principle

results

for each of the four phases are

For example, the upper left cell in the figure below deals

shown in the table above.

with Phase 1 activities for customers and stakeholders.

As

such, the cell would contain a task list of activities involved
in dealing with customer

The Continuous Improvement Roadmap
The Continuous Improvement

issues, the results of the phase

activities, performance measures used in the analysis of cus-

Roadmap below integrates

tomer issues, and references to products from the Council for

the three levels of the Issues Map and the four phases of

Continuous Improvement that apply to the issues in that cell..

the change process.

[Continues on next page]

For each cell, the roadmap document contains:
A high-level task list
Outputs or results
Performance measures
References

to Council for Continuous

Improve-

ment products that are useful.

I

Customers/Stekebotaers
___

....;.__ ~):\.

:

---.--_\(~N.&S'~CJ.
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...;-__ -, ..•:•:::.•••
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I

I
I
I

CI Roadmap
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CCI: New Quality Player

"Continuous Improvement" ...

The roadmap described in the accompanying
been

developed

Improvement

by

the

Council

for

article has

Conclusion

Continuous

The Continuous

(CCI), which holds its copyright jointly

organizations

with Svenson & Wallace. The roadmap, a management

Improvement.

tool designed to help companies plan and execute their

just

roadmap may be used by

getting

started

own CI effort, is also the basis for the CCI Product and

It may also be used by organizations

Improvement,

implementing

techniques

of

and to share experience

Continuous

uses state-of-the-art

Improvement.

adult learning
to develop

and to plan the journey

between.

CCI's purpose is to create a family of common training
Continuous

far

organization will be able to use the roadmap to identify its
starting point and destination,

that support the implementation

Continuous

be the same even though the same roadmap is used. Each

services.

and other products

with

along in their improvement journey. No two trips will ever

Service Structure, which organizes all CCI products and

design

Improvement

The roadmap

in

described

in this article

is a product

of

Svenson & Wallace's work with the Council for Continuous

The Council

Improvement

and instructional

complete

its performance-based

(see the accompanying

description

article). For a more

of the roadmap, call Svenson

&

Wallace.

guides and workshops.
The CCI mission statement describes the organization as:
"Companies working together to develop, document, and
share innovative, progressive systems and methodologies
that all organizations

can use to continually improve the

quality of their products and services to achieve customer
satisfaction." With the assistance of the Council, member
organizations

strive to implement the Malcolm Baldrige

ideals.
Founded about two years ago in California, the Council
now has approximately'

60 member companies

nation-

wide. A primary means of carrying out its mission consists cf bimonthly two- or three-day conferences.
Member organizations
organization's

pay an initiation fee based on the

Next Time in Management Update

size as well as annual dues. In return, the

council offers benefits such as networking
quality implementors,

Coming up in the Summer issue:

with other

a license to use and reproduce CCI

•

products, access to industry expertise, involvement in the
task forces that put together CCI products, case studies,
the opportunity

The Detailed Project Plan -

Guy Wallace tells

why he's a believer ... and how you can plan for
success

to review and evaluate CCI products as
•

they are developed, and benchmarking strategies.

The first in a series of ''family portraits" -

pro-

files of those who "are" Svenson & Wallace
Contact

the Council for Continuous

Improvement

for
•

more information: 181 Metro Drive. Suite 500, San Jose,

Other

articles

Wallace -

CA 95110; 408-283-1300.

prod uctivity.
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